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ABSTRACT  

Aim of the study The accelerated development of the tumor mass in acute lymphoblastic leukemia depends 

not only on the proliferative rate of cells but also on the rate of apoptosis, with NR4A1 dually controlling both 

the survival and death of tumoral cells. Material and methods The experimental plan of the actual studies was 

represented by highlighting the effects of the activation of the NR4A1 orphan receptor, in the presence of 

exosomes released from gingival fibroblasts, on the apoptosis of tumor precursors of B lymphocytes, pro-B 

respectively, and also in the presence of toll-like receptors, CXCL12, and necrosome modulators.  Results The 

obtained results demonstrate that between the apoptosis induced by cytosporone B in the case of exosomes+ 

pro-B cells, after 48 hours of diverse treatments, and the control cells, there are statistically significant 

differences (the averages being comparatively 71.84% for 1 µM lipopolysaccharide; 91.25% for 1 µM 

AMG9810; 63.14% for 1 µM necrostatin 2 racemate; 61.77% for 1 µM tannic acid; and, respectively, 10% for 

control ones). Conclusions The most important effects of enhancing apoptosis induced by cytosporone B in the 

presence of exosomes released from gingival fibroblasts were under the following treatments: 

lipopolysaccharide in chronic conditions; inhibition of the functioning of TLR4 receptors; reduction of RNA for 

the toll-like receptors TLR4 and TLR2; and inhibition of the CXCL12 pathway. Thus, it is demonstrated that the 

exosomes of the tumoral microenvironment (gingival fibroblasts in this case) greatly influence the development 

of tumoral cells, in balance with apoptosis.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Cellular homeostasis requires a 

multicellular organism to maintain a balance 

between the two opposing processes: cell 

generation and cell death. Cells produced in 

excess must be removed, as well as those that 

have developed improperly. The process of 

necrosis discovered over a century ago could 

not explain the normal physiological death of 

cells, which occurs in an orderly and 

controlled manner. Unlike necrosis, apoptosis 

affects a single cell or small groups of 

isolated cells and is an asynchronous process 

[1]. 

Recent data demonstrate that cytotoxic T 

cells can activate the physiological cell death 

program in target cells by activating Fas 

receptors on the cell surface or by introducing 

proteases such as granzyme B. Apoptosis is 

very intense in cells in tissues undergoing 

remodeling during the development period. 

Even in the case of adults, billions of cells die 

every hour, through processes of programmed 

cell death, at the level of the intestine and the 

bone marrow, being, however, replaced by 

new cells in stable conditions of tissue 

homeostasis. We find apoptosis phenomena 

in all types of cancer, in the stage of tumor 
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progression, that is, after the initial events of 

tumor transformation. Thus, the pathways of 

cell proliferation and death seem to be 

coupled, and the fact that the cell enters 

apoptosis would be the normal consequence 

of the cell proliferation mechanism [2, 3]. 

The main function of all fibroblasts is 

considered to be that of maintaining the 

structural integrity of the connective tissues, a 

function achieved by the continuous secretion 

of the precursors of the extracellular matrix, it 

is known that fibroblasts, as a whole, secrete 

the precursors of all the components of the 

extracellular matrix. At the same time, it is 

clearly known that all the physical properties 

of connective tissues are determined almost 

exclusively by the composition of the 

extracellular matrix. Fibroblasts represent the 

dominant population of resident cells in many 

tissues, reacting to the first signals of tissue 

damage and bacterial infections [4]. 

This suggests that fibroblasts proactively 

join regional inflammatory responses. B 

lymphocytes may be extremely important 

because they are involved in fibrosis in 

several ways. Therefore, B lymphocytes can 

generate autoantibodies that can further 

promote fibroblasts, then produce pro-fibrotic 

cytokines such as IL-6 or transforming 

growth factor β, and finally, B lymphocytes 

can directly stimulate fibroblasts through a 

trust mechanism. Recent experimental 

evidence suggests that B lymphocytes can 

enhance collagen production by fibroblasts 

via a contact-dependent mechanism and are 

therefore considered to be pro-fibrotic [5, 6]. 

The goal of our study was represented by 

highlighting the effects of the activation of 

the NR4A1 orphan receptor, in the presence 

of exosomes released from gingival 

fibroblasts, on the apoptosis of tumor 

precursors of B lymphocytes, pro-B 

respectively, and also in the presence of toll-

like receptors, CXCL12, and necrosome 

modulators. 

  

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Apoptosis of pro-B exosomes+ 

(presence of exosomes) and pro-B 

exosomes- (absence of exosomes) cells 

were highlighted and quantified by the 

fluorescence intensity of annexin V, 1 μM, 

coupled with R-phycoerythrin, included and 

massively expressed on the outer surface of 

the cells when they functionally carry out 

the cell death process scheduled. Thus, 

surface fluorescence was quantified in all 

experiments using flow cytometry [7, 8].  

We used two storage cell lines 

experimentally and basally, i.e. pro-B 

lymphocytes, of tumor type, from mice, and 

gingival fibroblasts, obtained from rats. 

Thus, the gingival fibroblasts were obtained 

under the previously published conditions 

[9].  

For exosome separation, the culture 

medium of fibroblasts was centrifuged up to 

100,000xg [10]. Apoptosis of pro-B 

lymphocytes was induced with 10 µm 

cytosporone B, administered in the culture 

medium for 48 hours. 

The active substances we used for the 

various experiments and protocols were: 1 

µM lipopolysaccharide; 1 µM tannic acid; 1 

µM necrostatin 2 racemate; and 1 µM AMG 

9810.  

All the speculative data we obtained 

were statistically refined using a number of 

approaches widely known and also 

improved for the study of medical research, 

such as there is the well-known One WAY 

ANOVA test, supplemented when just 

necessary with the classical Student-

Newman-Keuls test. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Pro-B cells were negative, at the cell 

surface level, for CD19, but were positive for 
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calnexin, thus demonstrating that they did not 

belong to pre-B cell lines. Preliminary studies 

have shown that this cell subtype is relatively 

stable even after 15 passages in culture, 

considering the morphological criteria and the 

presence of surface molecules already 

mentioned. 

The degree of apoptosis induction of pro-

B lymphocyte of type pro-B exosomes+ and 

pro-B exosomes- (ie in the presence or 

absence of exosomes obtained from gingival 

fibroblasts) was first checked by 

administering cytosporone B, at a 

concentration of 10 μM for 48 hours in the 

culture medium. There are statistically 

significant differences in apoptosis induced 

by cytosporone B in the case of exosomes+ 

pro-B cells as compared to control cells 

(means being comparatively 62.12% and 

10%, respectively). These data are equivalent 

to an increase of approximately 512% 

(p<0.001) in the case of cytosporone B 

treatment. We can also note that between the 

apoptotic effects of cytosporone B on pro-B 

exosomes+ and pro-B exosomes- cells there 

are statistically significant differences, of 

30.75% on average, less in the case of the 

pro-B exosomes- experimental variant. 

In the first series of experiments, the 

degree of induction of pro-B lymphocyte 

apoptosis of the pro-B exosomes+ and pro-B 

exosomes- type was quantified by the 

administration of lipopolysaccharide, in a 

concentration of 1 μM.  The obtained results 

demonstrate that between the apoptosis 

induced by cytosporone B in the case of 

exosomes+ pro-B cells, after 48 hours of 

treatment, and the control cells, there are 

statistically significant differences (the 

averages being comparatively 71.84% and, 

respectively, 10 %). This means an increase 

of approximately 618% (p<0.001) in the 

presence of lipopolysaccharide (Fig. 1). 

Furthermore, we can find that between the 

apoptotic effects of cytosporone B on pro-B 

exosomes+ and pro-B exosomes- cells, in the 

presence of lipopolysaccharide over a period 

of 48 hours, there are statistically significant 

differences of 18.73% on average (p<0.05). 

 

 

Figure 1. Flow cytometry (n=6) 

demonstrates apoptosis of exosomes+ 

pro-B cells induced by 10 μM 

cytosporone B, in the presence of 1 μM 

lipopolysaccharide (A). Representative 

phase contrast microscopy image for this 

type of experiment, characteristic after 

48 hours of treatment (60x) (B). 

In the second series of experiments, a 

different batch of pro-B exosomes+ and pro-

B exosomes- lymphocytes were treated with a 

concentration of 1 μM AMG 9810, which 

significantly reduces RNA for TLR4 and 

TLR2. We finally found statistically 

significant differences in the degrees of 

apoptosis induced by cytosporone B in a 

concentration of 10 μM in the case of 

exosomes+ pro-B cells, after 48 hours of 

treatment, and the control cells (the means 

being comparatively 91.25% and 10%, 

respectively). This really means an increase 

of approximately 805% (p<0.001) in the 

presence of AMG 9810 (Fig. 2). In addition, 

we can even find that between the apoptotic 

effects of cytosporone B on pro-B exosomes+ 

and pro-B exosomes- cells, in the presence of 

AMG 9810 over a period of 48 hours, there 

are statistically significant differences of 

30.79% on average (p<0.05). 

In the third series of experiments, the 

levels of apoptosis induction of pro-B 
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exosomes+ and pro-B exosomes- lympho-

cytes were quantified by administering 

necrostatin 2 racemate, a functional inhibitor 

of necrosome formation by inhibiting RIPK1, 

in a concentration of 1 μM (Fig. 3). 

 

 

Figure 2. Apoptosis of pro-B exosomes+ 

type lymphocytes, induced by 10 μM 

cytosporone B, in the presence of 1 μM 

AMG 9810, is demonstrated by flow 

cytometry (n=6) (A). Recording after 48 

hours of treatment, representative and 

characteristic for this type of experiment 

(60x) (B). 

 

 

Figure 3. Quantification through flow 

cytometry (n=6) of apoptosis induced by 

10 μM cytosporone B at the level of 

exosome+ pro-B lymphocytes in the 

presence of racemate necrostatin 2, 1 μM 

(A). Representative phase contrast 

microscopy image for this type of 

experiment, characteristic after 48 hours 

of treatment (60x) (B). 

Our results demonstrate that there are 

statistically and important significant 

differences between the apoptosis induced by 

cytosporone B in a concentration of 10 μM, in 

the case of exosomes+ pro-B cells, after 48 

hours of treatment, as compared to the control 

cells (the averages being comparatively 

63.14% and, respectively, 10 %). This means 

an increase of approximately 628% (p<0.001) 

in the presence of necrostatin 2 racemate. 

Meanwhile, we can find that between the 

apoptotic effects of cytosporone B at the level 

of pro-B exosomes+ and pro-B exosomes- 

cells, in the presence of racemate necrostatin 

2 over a period of 48 hours, there are 

statistically significant differences of 45.01% 

on average (p< 0.05). 

Finally, in the fourth series of 

experiments, the degree of induction of pro-B 

lymphocyte apoptosis of the pro-B 

exosomes+ and pro-B exosomes- type was 

quantified by the administration of tannic 

acid, a functional inhibitor of the CXCL12 

pathway, in a concentration of 1 μM (Fig. 4). 

The experimental results demonstrate that 

there are statistically significant differences 

between the apoptosis induced by 

cytosporone B in a concentration of 10 μM, in 

the case of exosomes+ pro-B cells, after 48 

hours of treatment, as compared to the control 

cells (the averages being 61.74% and, 

respectively, 10 %). This totally means an 

apoptosis index increase of approximately 

609% (p<0.001) in the presence of tannic 

acid. Finally, we can mention that between 

the apoptotic effects of cytosporone B at the 

level of pro-B exosomes+ and pro-B 

exosomes- cells, in the presence of tannic 

acid over a period of 48 hours, there are 

statistically significant differences of 58.80% 

on average (p<0.001). 

Observing morphological changes is the 

oldest method for detecting an apoptotic 

phenomenon in cultured cells. In plain 

microscopy, even without labeling, swelling 

of the plasma membrane and apoptotic bodies 

can be easily distinguished. In fluorescence 

microscopy, cellular DNA is previously 

labeled with fluorescent dyes such as acridine 

orange, Hoechst reagent, or DAPI, which 
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reveal chromatin condensation and nuclear 

fragmentation. Simultaneous labeling with 

ethidium bromide or propidium iodide makes 

it possible to differentiate cells in necrosis or 

at the end of apoptosis that integrate the dyes, 

from impermeable apoptotic cells. Cells at the 

end of apoptosis undergo secondary necrosis 

which makes them more permeable; these 

cells are differentiated into necrotic cells 

anyway by the presence of condensed 

chromatin, ready to be vacuolated [11, 12]. 

 

 

Figure 4. Evaluation of apoptosis of 

exosomes+ pro-B lymphocytes induced 

by 10 μM cytosporone B in the presence 

of 1 μM tannic acid by flow cytometry 

(n=6) (A). Recording after 48 hours of 

treatment, representative and 

characteristic for this type of experiment 

(60x) (B). 

 

Toll-like receptors (TLRs), particularly 

TLR4 and TLR2, are fundamental to the 

development and specific functionality of 

both B lymphocytes and pro-B lymphocytes. 

Therefore, we chose to look at how activation 

or blocking of TLR4 and TLR2 type 

receptors can influence the apoptosis of the 

two cell subtypes, induced by cytosporone B. 

It is known that the chronic action of 

lipopolysaccharide significantly reduces the 

ability to maintain cellular rest. 

Toll-like receptors are a family of 

receptors that are of great importance in the 

innate immune response and in the detection 

of pathogens and other signals associated 

with danger. TLR2 and TLR4, which for 

example are expressed in gingival fibroblasts, 

are transmembrane receptors with an 

extracellular part consisting of LRRs 

(leucine-rich repeats) and a cytoplasmic 

region, called the Toll/interleukin-1 receptor 

domain. TLR2 is mostly activated by PAMPS 

of gram-positive bacteria, while TLR4 is 

more associated with enterobacterial LPS 

activation. TLR4 is also known to be 

activated as well as inhibited by 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) derived from the 

periodontal pathogen Porphyromonas 

gingivalis [13, 14]. 

Studies of the balance between cell 

proliferation and apoptosis have shown 

increased proliferation and reduced apoptosis 

in all forms of drug-induced gingival 

overgrowth. There are studies that have 

shown that short-term stimulation of LPS in 

experimental periodontitis induced by it can 

produce damage and apoptosis through DNA 

damage. The results suggested that gingival 

fibroblasts could survive when exposed to 

LPS in the short term as in gingivitis where 

the damage caused is not severe. In this 

situation, apoptosis no longer occurs, which 

indicates a resistance to apoptosis of the 

gingival fibroblasts. Gingival fibroblasts have 

the potential to resist LPS-induced oxidative 

stress and cell apoptosis in periodontal 

diseases. The mechanism could be related to 

increased mRNA expression for DNA repair 

enzymes and balanced anti-apoptotic and pro-

apoptotic proteins [15, 16]. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The fundamental objective of the research 

in this work was to highlight the effects of the 

activation of the orphan receptor NR4A1, in 

the presence of exosomes released from 

gingival fibroblasts, on the apoptosis of 

tumoral precursors of B lymphocytes, 

respectively pro-B, relative to the evolution 

towards immature B lymphocytes. The most 
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important effects of enhancing apoptosis 

induced by cytosporone B in the presence of 

exosomes released from gingival fibroblasts 

were under the following treatments: 

lipopolysaccharide in chronic conditions; 

inhibition of the functioning of TLR4 

receptors; reduction of RNA for the toll-like 

receptors TLR4 and TLR2; and inhibition of 

the CXCL12 pathway. thus, it is 

demonstrated that the exosomes of the 

tumoral microenvironment (gingival 

fibroblasts in this case) greatly influence the 

development of tumoral cells, in balance with 

apoptosis. 
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